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25We propose a multi-channel and multi-network circuit switched NoC (MultiCS) with a probe searching
26setup method to explore different channel partitioning and configuration policies. Our design has a vari-
27able number of channels which can be configured either as sub-channels (spatial division multiplexing
28channels) or sub-networks. Packets can be delivered on an established connection with one or multiple
29channels. An adaptive channel allocation scheme, which determines a connection width according to the
30dynamic use of channels, can greatly reduce the delay, compared to a deterministic allocation scheme.
31However, the latter can offer exact connection width as requested. The benefits and burden of using dif-
32ferent number of channels and configurations are studied by analysis and experiments. Our experimental
33results show that sub-network configurations are superior to sub-channel configurations in delay and
34throughput, when working at the highest clock frequency of each configuration. Under reasonable chan-
35nel partitioning, sub-networks with narrow channels can generally achieve higher throughput than the
36network using single wide channels.
37� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
38

39

40
41 1. Introduction

42 Compared to packet switched (PS) NoCs with TDM channels,
43 circuit switched (CS) NoCs are preferable under certain require-
44 ments. For example, the advantages of using CS NoC with spatial
45 division multiplexing (SDM) channels on streaming applications
46 like 3D graphics have been demonstrated in [1].
47 With the increasing number of wires available on-chip, the
48 number of possibilities to organize, use and allocate them grows
49 combinatorially. We have more freedom to choose the number of
50 channels and allocate wires for them, instead of giving all wires
51 to only one channel. Thus, how to allocate wire resources and orga-
52 nize multiple channels becomes an interesting research question.
53 We propose a CS network with multiple channels and multiple
54 networks (MultiCS) to explore the effects of different channel par-
55 titioning and configuration polices. We offer the following
56 contributions:

57 � The proposed CS NoC combines spatial division multiplexing
58 [1], which we call sub-channels, with sub-networks.
59 Sub-channels divide the wires between two switches which

60then can be allocated separately and independently.
61Sub-networks are independent networks that connect to the
62same nodes. A connection between two nodes can utilize one
63or several sub-channels and one or several sub-networks
64(Section 3).
65� We extend the parallel probing setup method described in [2] to
66allow a single communication to utilize several sub-networks or
67sub-channels to meet its bandwidth requirements. This setup
68method uses a minimal number of extra wires. If a connection,
69possibly spanning across multiple sub-channels and
70sub-networks, with sufficient bandwidth is available, it will be
71found in 3 ⁄ D + 4 cycles, where D is the distance between
72source and destination (Section 3).
73� We propose two schemes for building connections with multi-
74ple channels. One is called deterministic channel allocation
75(DCA), which imposes an exact width requirement on a connec-
76tion. The other is called adaptive channel allocation (ACA), with
77which the width of a connection is allocated according to
78run-time channel usage of the network. ACA avoids the channel
79fragments and superfluous connections problems associated
80with DCA. However, it guarantees only a minimum connection
81width (Section 4).
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82 � We discuss the implementation cost of MultiCS. We also
83 develop an analytical performance model to explain how the
84 maximum throughput is related to packet size and the number
85 of channels (Section 5).
86 � We evaluate five configurations of MultiCS under the two
87 schemes. The five configurations vary the number of
88 sub-networks and sub-channels. The experiment results com-
89 ply with our previous model and analysis (Section 6).
90

91 2. Motivation

92 CS NoC has a fundamental limitation. When a channel between
93 two switches is allocated to one connection, it cannot be used by
94 any other connection. This inherent inflexibility limits the useful-
95 ness of CS. A solution is to partition the channel into multiple nar-
96 row channels and allocate only one or a few narrow channels to a
97 given connection. An obvious question is, what would be the
98 trade-off of number of narrow channels: as many as possible, or
99 is there any limitation?

100 The second question is: what are pros and cons of different
101 ways of organizing multiple channels? Generally speaking, there
102 are two methods to configure channels of a node: by
103 sub-channels or by sub-networks, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The term
104 sub-network refers to several separate circuit switching networks
105 working in parallel. A network interface has access to all available
106 sub-networks, but once data has entered one particular
107 sub-network, it cannot change to another sub-network. In contrast,
108 sub-channels are parallel links between switches. Those
109 sub-channels are organized as SDM inside a switch. Data can use
110 different sub-channels for different hops in the network.
111 The third question is how to establish a connection with multi-
112 ple channels. Traditionally, even if there are multiple channels, still
113 each packet flow is delivered by building a connection with only
114 one channel [3,4] per hop. However, multiple channels have
115 offered us the possibility of building a wide connection by combin-
116 ing several channels together for data transfer. Thus, we need new
117 schemes and guidelines for connection set-up.
118 In the following we answer these three questions by comparing
119 alternatives with the same total wire resources and with the same
120 path search and setup algorithm. We construct our platform by
121 combining features and merits from earlier work [2,5,6], and mod-
122 ify them to support multiple sub-channels and multiple
123 sub-networks. We use a mesh topology but arguable many of our
124 main conclusions are also valid for other topologies.

125 3. Architecture of MultiCS using parallel probing setup

126 Our MultiCS NoC can have any number of sub-channels,
127 sub-networks, or a combination of them. The term ‘‘sub’’ denotes
128 the number of sub-networks used, and the term ‘‘ch’’ denotes the
129 number of sub-channels used. Suppose k is the number of
130 sub-channels of a switch and m is number of sub-networks
131 (subm chk), and given that the total number of wires of a switch
132 is a constant.

133 3.1. Overview of a switch

134 As shown in Fig. 2, in a mesh topology every switch has five
135 directions which are used for connecting to four neighbors and
136 one local resource. Each direction may have multiple duplex chan-
137 nels. Each channel contains a data path, which is used for carrying
138 the probe during the setup phase and for transmitting data when a
139 connection has been established. Every data path is also associated
140 with 3 bits control signals: an answer (ANS) signal consisting of 2
141 bits, which goes in the opposite direction to the data channel, and 1

142bit for a request signal, which travels in the same direction as the
143data channel. When the request signal is ‘1’, a probe search is run-
144ning or data transfer is active. When request signal is ‘0’, it denotes
145the idle state, and an established connection will be released. The
146usage of the ANS signal is listed in Table 1.
147The messages required for connection configuration are simpli-
148fied by using these control signals: tear-down message is carried
149by the request signal, and Ack/Nack messages are delivered by
150ANS signal. They are free of contention.
151In this switch architecture, the overhead of each channel is just
152the 3-bit control signals. We believed this is the minimum require-
153ment for supporting probing based setup. Although it may be
154argued that the 1 bit request signal can be omitted, this would
155increase the logic inside a switch.
156The probe format is also compact. It contains source address,
157destination address and the channel id of the network interface
158of the source (Table 2). In an 8 � 8 mesh with 4
159sub-channels/sub-networks, the minimum width of a probe is 14
160bits. Each probe is one flit in length. Thus the width of a data path
161is ranged from 14 bits to any bits.

1623.2. Path searching algorithm

163Generally speaking, our platform is not bound to a particular
164path searching algorithm, meaning that any algorithm can be

Fig. 1. Splitting wide channel into sub-channels or sub-networks.

Fig. 2. Overview of a switch.
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165 applied. The performance comparison results of different path
166 searching algorithms are shown in Section 6.2.1.
167 The parallel probing algorithm [2] is chosen as our default path
168 searching algorithm in this paper because of its high performance.
169 Parallel probing is an adaptive path searching algorithm. The
170 fundamental idea was proposed by us in [2]. We illustrate this idea
171 in Fig. 3. Suppose node 1 want to set-up a path to the destination
172 node 9. In the beginning, a setup probe carrying information such
173 as source address, destinations address and channel id is generated
174 by the network interface and enters into node 1. Then, node 1
175 sends out two probes to the neighboring nodes 2 and 4. In the sec-
176 ond hop each probe splits into two, and all the probes continue to
177 move towards the destination along all the possible minimum
178 paths.
179 Whenever two probes containing the same setup request meet,
180 one of them is regarded as redundant and is canceled, and all chan-
181 nels used only by the canceled probe are released. For example,
182 when node 5 receives two probes which are the same, one of them
183 is canceled and all the channels it has booked before are released,
184 (we have marked the released channel with a cross marker) as
185 shown in Fig. 3b). Note that, the channel between node 1 and node
186 2 is not released, because it is still needed for the probe that has
187 traveled further to node 3.
188 The release process proceeds backwards hop by hop. The switch
189 does a release based on the registered connectivity information
190 that connects an input port to an output port. When a release sig-
191 nal (ANS = 10, ‘‘probe failed’’) arrives at an output port from a
192 downstream switch, the corresponding input port is looked up,
193 the connection is canceled, and the release signal is forwarded
194 upstream to the input port. Applying this mechanism, if several
195 possible paths exist, one and only one of them can be finally
196 booked, just as desired.
197 In this way, a wavefront of probes travel through the network
198 and reach the destination on a minimal path. The time is exactly
199 2D, where D is the distance in terms of hops, and it takes 2 cycles
200 to traverse each hop. When a probe successfully reaches the desti-
201 nation, an acknowledgment is sent back to the source node, which
202 takes 1 cycle per hop.
203 However, in our previous work [2], this algorithm is designed
204 for circuit switched NoC with one wide link per direction. It applied
205 a complicated priority based arbitration mechanism which is not
206 applicable for multiple sub-channel usage. It requires a sorting
207 component when applied in a multi-sub-channel switch, which
208 is too costly to implement in hardware. Instead we use a
209 round-robin based allocation. The set-up clock frequency is
210 increased from 570 MHz [2] to 1.1 GHz (using SMIC 90 nm Tech).

211 3.3. Operation flow

212 Our circuit switching network has six operations which are
213 explained in Fig. 4. In stage 1, a probe carrying setup information

214is sent out from source node and moving towards the destination
215according to the following algorithm. At each hop, if there are free
216channels, the probe will book one channel and move forward
217(stage 2). Otherwise, the probe is failed and it will use ANS signal
218(Nack) to clear all the channels it has already been booked (stage
2193). When the source node gets notice that all the sent out probes
220have failed (stage 4), it will retry again. If a probe successfully
221reaches its destination, the Ack signal will be sent back, which
222means the connection has been established and data transfer can
223be launched (stage 5). After data transfer finished (stage 6), con-
224nection will be torn-down. It will then go back to stage 1 to wait
225and serve new setup request.

2263.4. Detailed switch architecture

227The internal structure of a switch is shown in Fig. 5. It is divided
228into two parts: control path and data path. The data path transfers
229data through the configured data crossbar. The control path is used
230to set up or tear-down a data path. The control path and data path
231share the same input and output wires.
232We designed an allocator to do channel allocation for the probes
233arriving simultaneously at a switch. The principle of our single
234cycle maximal allocator with round-robin fairness is similar to a
235wave-front allocator [7], but it is smaller, fairer, faster and free of
236combinational loops. Detailed description of this allocator is
237described in our work [8].
238It should be noted that the area of this allocator increase with
239O(n2), the critical path length scales O(n), with n being the number
240of channels per direction. For example, in a 1-channel-per-direction
241switch, the allocator in charge of each output direction consists of

Table 1
Usage of ANS signal.

ANS Usage

00 Idle
01 Probe search continue
10 Probe failed
11 Path established

Table 2
Probe format.

6-Bit src. addr 6-Bit dest. addr 2-Bit channel id

(a) In each node a probe may double.  (b) When two probes meet, 
one is cancelled. 

Fig. 3. The overview of the parallel probing algorithm.

Fig. 4. Operation flow of parallel probing method.
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242 only 4 tiles, while in a 4-channel-per-direction switch, the allocator
243 per direction contains 64 tiles.

244 3.4.1. Source synchronized data transfer
245 The control path and data path can work at different clock fre-
246 quencies and share the same wires without interference. This clock
247 scheme takes advantage of the property of circuit switched NoC
248 that the setup phase never overlaps with the data transfer phase.
249 During the connection setup phase, the data path should have no
250 active clock signal, thus it is idle. And the cross-bar of the data path
251 can be configured under the control path clock (probe clock).
252 During the data transfer phase, the control path ignores data vari-
253 ations on the shared wire links. It just listens to the request and
254 ANS signals.
255 Therefore, we can utilize either source synchronous data trans-
256 fer [9–11] or clock gating to realize this separation of data and con-
257 trol path clock schemes, so that the data transfer can benefit from a
258 higher clock frequency. In this paper, we chose the former source
259 synchronous data transfer. The usage of this technique on CS NoC
260 has been justified by Pham et al. [11,6].

261 3.4.2. Predictable delay
262 One of the benefits of the probing set-up approach is pre-
263 dictable latency. In our design, each probe takes 2 clock cycles
264 per hop, and the ANS signal takes 1 cycle per hop. So, it takes at
265 most 3 ⁄ D + 4 cycles for a probe to travel from source to destina-
266 tion and back the ANS signal (D is the hop distance between source
267 and destination). 4 cycles is the overhead consumed in the source
268 and destination nodes. Therefore, in an n ⁄ n mesh the worst case
269 for a single search takes 3 ⁄ (2 ⁄ n � 2) + 6 cycles, no matter if the
270 result is a success or a failure. There is no such bound for the packet
271 configuration approach such as [12]. It is reported that it takes 76
272 cycles on average for 6 hop distances [12], while it is fixed to 22
273 cycles by using our probing approach.

274For data transfer, the head flit takes two cycles per hop, and the
275following flits are pipelined.

2763.4.3. Configurable sub-channels and sub-networks
277Even though the total number of wires between switches is the
278same in different configurations, their costs and performances are
279different. Fig. 6 depicts configurations sub1_ch2 and sub2_ch1.
280Their intra-switch connection relationship of channels is unveiled
281by using a switch block diagram, in which a line denotes a
282bi-directional connection between two duplex channels. For exam-
283ple, in the multi-sub-channel sub1_ch2 case, an output channel
284can be connected to all input channels except to the ones of the
285same direction. Since each output channel needs to select from 8
286input channels, which means an 8-to-1 multiplexer is required
287by each output channel, and thus the switching logic in total has
288ten 8-to-1 multiplexers. However, in the multi-sub-network
289sub2_ch1, a channel is restricted to connect to the channels of
290the same sub-network. Thus, each output channel just needs a
2914-to-1 multiplexer and the entire switching logic is just made up
292of ten 4-to-1 multiplexer. As a result, for a given number of wires,
293although sub-channel configuration offers more switching flexibil-
294ity [13] than sub-network, its switching logic is much more
295complicated.

2964. Connection building schemes in MultiCS

297Since a network interface has access to all available
298sub-networks and sub-channels (Fig. 6), we have the flexibility to
299build a wide connection with one or more channels per hop to deli-
300ver a packet, rather than only one-channel-per-hop. For example,
301in a sub2_ch2 network, each resource node is connected to 4
302input–output channel pairs, so at most it can use all its 4 output
303channels for one connection. In order to set up a connection with

Fig. 5. Internal structure of a switch.
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304 4-channel width, the resource node has to send 4 setup probes out
305 through its 4 output channels. Each probe will try to set up a nar-
306 row connection of 1-channel width to the destination. After the
307 success of all 4 probes, a 4-channel connection is established.
308 We propose two schemes to explore the opportunities and chal-
309 lenges of building connections with multiple channels. We name
310 the two schemes as deterministic channel allocation (DCA) and
311 adaptive channel allocation (ACA), respectively.

312 � DCA: DCA imposes mandatory requirement on the connection
313 width. For example, if a packet has a connection width require-
314 ment of 4 bytes, it is restricted to use two 2-bytes channels per
315 hop, or four 1-byte channels per hop to build up a connection;
316 any allocation below or above this figure is unacceptable.
317 � ACA: ACA scheme has no hard connection width requirement.
318 During the setup phase, a setup request tries to utilize as many
319 channels as possible to build a connection. However, the final

320connection width is determined by the number of successful
321setup probes, which depends on the run-time congestion situa-
322tion of the network.
323

324The DCA scheme is intended to provide desired and predefined
325throughput and flit width for data transfer. It imposes strict
326requirement on the setup phase. DCA scheme is useful in the cir-
327cumstances when an end-to-end transfer has exact predefined
328throughput or flit width requirement.
329The ACA scheme is designed to achieve better performance, at
330the expense of only minimum throughput and flit width
331(1-channel width) guarantee. Depending on channel use, ACA
332adaptively sets up a connection, of which the width of a connection
333can vary from 1 to k channel-width, where k is the total number of
334output channels per direction. As a result, at low load connections
335are likely to be wide and thus data transfer time can be shortened;
336at high load connection width tends to be narrower because of
337contention. Thus, more requests can be served and high through-
338put can be reached.
339The traditional one-channel-per-connection (OCPC) scheme is a
340special case of DCA scheme (DCA with 1-channel width require-
341ment). In OCPC scheme, the width of every connection is restricted
342to 1-channel width.
343The implementation of DCA may introduce additional steps
344during setup. For example, if a packet in a sub4_ch1 or sub1_ch4

Fig. 6. Switch block diagram of sub1_ch2 and sub2_ch1.

SRC 01

10 DST

C

D

SRC 01

10 DST

00

(a) sub1_ch1               (b) sub2_ch1 or sub1_ch2 
Fig. 7. Illustration for channel fragments.

SRC 01

10 DST

Fig. 8. Illustration for a superfluous connection.
Fig. 9. Evaluation of path searching algorithm by using sub1_ch4 in ACA-FPS
(packet size 5120 bytes).
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345 configuration has a DCA requirement of 8-byte width, and each
346 channel is 2-byte wide, the resource node has to wait until four
347 2-byte output channels of the network interface are available,
348 and then four probes are sent out simultaneously. Only if all of
349 the probes succeed, the data transfer can commence. Otherwise,
350 the one-channel connections (superfluous connections) established
351 will be released and all four probes will be re-sent again until all
352 four succeed. The release of superfluous connections is adopted
353 to avoid deadlock.
354 The implementation of ACA takes advantage of the predictable
355 set-up delay of MultiCS. For each setup request, a resource sends
356 out probes through all free output channels of the network inter-
357 face, and each probe tries to build up a one-channel connection.
358 After one probe succeeds, the sender will wait a short period
359 (<(3 ⁄ D + 4) cycles) for all outstanding probes to return their
360 results, then combine all the established one-channel connections
361 together to form a wide connection for transfer.

362 5. Cost and performance analysis

363 5.1. Implementation cost

364 Suppose k is the number of sub-channels of a switch and m is
365 number of sub-networks (subm chk), and given that the total num-
366 ber of wires of a switch is a constant.
367 The critical latency of the data path of a switch is chiefly
368 decided by the crossbar latency, which scales with Oðlog kÞ, and
369 it is independent of m.
370 The area of a data cross-bar scales Oðk2Þ with sub-channels, and
371 it is again independent of m. The registers inside the data path take
372 a large part of area, but their number is independent of k and m.
373 To the latency of the control path, the allocator contributes OðkÞ
374 latency and the cross-bar contributes Oðlog kÞ. Combining both we
375 see that latency scales OðkÞwith sub-channels. Again, the latency is
376 independent of the number of sub-networks m.
377 The area of control path scales OðmÞ with sub-networks and
378 Oðk2Þ with sub-channels. This is because using sub-networks
379 causes a linear increase of certain components, e.g. FSMs.
380 However, using sub-channels will cause certain components, e.g.
381 allocator, have a k2 increase.
382 The synthesis results of a few configurations are listed in
383 Table 3 with SMIC 90 nm library. The number of wires
384 per-direction of each configuration is the same, i.e. 8 bytes. The
385 total power and area per node is reported by Design Compiler
386 and calculated at each one’s maximum clock frequency.
387 Generally speaking, synthesis results are in accordance with our
388 expectation. For example, sub1_ch1 has the smallest area and
389 power consumption, and can work at the fastest clock frequency.
390 Sub4_ch1 has the same frequency as sub1_ch1, while sub1_ch4
391 consumes the largest area because it has an Oðk2Þ increase in area,
392 and works at the slowest clock frequency due to its OðkÞ latency
393 scale factor.

394 5.2. An analytical performance model

395 We propose a model for per-node maximum throughput analy-
396 sis. We assume that every node inside a network has the same
397 behavior and the network achieves the maximum throughput
398 when a node is always busy in requesting connection setup or
399 transferring data. This means that there is no idle time.
400 Suppose t0 is the time used for data transfer when a connection
401 has been established, t1 is the time consumed for a single search (it
402 has a bounded value in our approach), a is the failure rate (1� a is
403 the success rate). Suppose further that the intensity (average

404number of certain events per time unit) of successful transfers of
405a node is kðAÞ, the intensity of a single search is kðBÞ. Based on
406the conclusions of Palm Calculus [14], we have
407

kðAÞ
kðBÞ ¼ 1� a ð1Þ

409409

410The average time between two single searches is 1=kðBÞ, which
411is equal to
412

1
kðBÞ ¼ ð1� aÞðt0 þ t1Þ þ at1 ð2Þ

414414

415As there is always either a search or a data transfer going on,
416kðAÞt0 þ kðBÞt1 ¼ 1.
417The average time between two successful searches is 1=kðAÞ,
418and, combining (1) and (2), we obtain
419

1
kðAÞ ¼ t0 þ

t1

1� a
ð3Þ

421421

422According to (3), maximum normalized throughput (bandwidth
423utilization rate) is
424

THN ¼ t0

t0 þ t1
1�a

ð4Þ
426426

427Suppose B is the bandwidth of a resource node, then the maxi-
428mum throughput of each resource is
429

TH ¼ THN � B ¼ Bt0

t0 þ t1
1�a

ð5Þ
431431

432This simple model can explain the following intuitions:

433I. As the packet size increases, t0 goes up and thus TH goes up,
434i.e. CS NoC becomes more efficient with larger packets.
435II. Assume a fixed packet size of M (bytes) and a total band-
436width B of a resource node. If each node just has one chan-
437nel, then the required time for data transfer is t0 ¼ M=B,
438and from (4) we obtain the normalized throughput THN.
439However, if we allocate the total bandwidth into two chan-
440nels, with each one B=2 the bandwidth, then the data trans-
441fer time for a packet become t00 ¼ 2t0, and the normalized
442throughput becomes

443

THN0 ¼ kðAÞ�t00 ¼
2t0

2t0 þ t1
1�a

ð6Þ
445445

446Thus, splitting a wide channel into narrow channels increases
447the maximum throughput. This conclusion is less expected but
448can intuitively be explained by the fact, that if the channel band-
449width is smaller, the penalty of not using this bandwidth during
450setup is also smaller.
451This model is a simplification. For example, in reality, a in for-
452mula (4) is not a constant. It depends on a number of factors such
453as t0, topology, sub-network/sub-channel configuration, connec-
454tion build-up schemes and so forth. Although the model is fairly
455simple we will see in the subsequent simulation results, that the
456main conclusions are confirmed.

4575.3. Analysis of connection building schemes

458The behavior of ACA in general follows our previous intuitions,
459as we will see in Section 6, e.g. Fig. 10.
460For DCA, however, contrary to our intuition II, under certain cir-
461cumstances, the throughput of multiple narrower channels is infe-
462rior to a single wide channel. Two phenomena degrade the
463performance of DCA.
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464 5.3.1. Channel fragments
465 As Fig. 7 illustrates, in multiple channel configurations such as
466 sub2_ch1 or sub1_ch2, a DCA requirement demands a 2-channel
467 connection and such a connection is possibly built by using chan-
468 nels from two distinct routes1 (Fig. 7b)). This kind of channel alloca-
469 tion will generate channel fragments. Although there is a free
470 channel between nodes SRC and 01, it cannot be utilized by node
471 00 to build a connection with 2-channel requirement to node 01.
472 In comparison, single channel configuration sub1_ch1 has the double
473 channel width of sub2_ch1 or sub1_ch2. Thus, it can build a
474 one-channel connection to satisfy the same DCA requirement.
475 There is no fragment in sub1_ch1 under such a DCA requirement.
476 Channel fragments are the result of increased flexibility when given
477 a higher number of narrower channels. But for certain traffic scenar-
478 ios this increased flexibility is doing more harm than good, as we will
479 see in Fig. 15.

480 5.3.2. Superfluous connections
481 Connections that are setup but cannot be used, are superfluous.
482 Suppose we have a CS NoC as sub2_ch1, and each channel is 2-byte
483 wide. For example, as Fig. 8 suggests, a connection with 4 bytes
484 width requirement needs to send out 2 probes and set up two
485 one-channel connections simultaneously with DCA scheme.
486 However, since some of the channels have already been occupied,
487 only one one-channel connection can be established. As a result,
488 since the DCA requirement cannot be satisfied, data transfer cannot
489 be launched and thus the established one-channel connection
490 becomes superfluous. The superfluous connection will be released
491 and then a new setup is attempted. However, the reserve and
492 release of these superfluous connections inside a CS NoC puts a
493 heavy burden on the network and degrades performance.

494 6. Experiments and evaluations

495 In this section, we will check whether experiment results are in
496 accordance with our design goals, intuitions and analysis. All
497 experiments are based on 8 � 8 mesh topology. Uniform random
498 traffic with Poisson arrival time distribution is used for evaluation
499 purpose.
500 In addition to the four configurations in Table. 3, configuration
501 sub2_ch1 is also used in our experiments. This configuration has

502two sub-networks, each of which has a channel width of 4 bytes,
503so that the total channel width per-direction is also 8 bytes. The
504clock frequencies of sub2_ch1 are the same as sub4_ch1.
505We use two scenarios which use ACA and DCA, respectively, to
506compare the performance of different number of sub-channels and
507sub-networks, as well as the path searching algorithms. In both
508scenarios we include several test cases, such as fixed packet size
509case (FPS) (all packets have the same size), variable packet size
510case (VPS) (all packets have random packet sizes). However, since
511FPS and VPS have similar results, we just show the results of FPS.
512When nothing else is specified, we use the parallel probing
513algorithm by default.

5146.1. Simulation method and metrics

515Inside each resource node a generator generates setup requests
516according to a probability and pushes them into a queue. An FSM
517pops a request from the queue and sends it out when sufficient
518output channels are available. Then the FSM waits for a success
519or failure notification. Then it either retries the request or com-
520mences the data transfer.
521We have implemented an HDL model for synthesis and for area
522and power evaluation. We have also built a cycle accurate SystemC
523simulator which can run 10–30 times faster than the HDL model.
524Any data point that is shown in the figures comes from simulation
525of 250 million cycles, of which the first 250 thousand cycles are
526discarded as warm up period.
527Suppose b is the packet generation probability and M is the
528packet size (in bytes), and clkfreq is the data path clock frequency
529of a configuration, B is the bandwidth of a resource node, then
530the injection rate per node (IR) is defined as
531

IR ¼ b �M � clkfreq 533533

534Besides throughput and delay, we use bandwidth utilization effi-
535ciency (Eb), also called normalized throughput, as one of the metrics.
536It is defined as
537

Eb ¼ Throughput ðper nodeÞ
Bandwidth ðper nodeÞ 539539

540In our simulations each configuration operates at its maximum
541frequency.

5426.2. ACA (adaptive channel allocation) evaluation

5436.2.1. Evaluation of path searching algorithms
544Three path searching algorithms are compared, which are x–y
545[15], minimal adaptive [15] and parallel probing [2]. The results
546in Fig. 9 suggest that parallel probing is the best path searching
547algorithm for ACA scheme. E.g. at offered load 0.35, the average
548packet delay of parallel probing is only 83% of minimal adaptive,
549and 57% of x–y algorithm. We also have evaluated algorithms in
550different channel number and configurations. Their results suggest
551the same ranking of algorithms. Consequently, we choose parallel
552probing as our default path searching algorithm.

5536.2.2. Influences of packet size on maximum throughputs
554The influence of packet size on maximum normalized through-
555put is shown in Fig. 10, which suggests that as packet size
556increases, the maximum normalized throughput for each configu-
557ration also goes up. This result complies with intuition 1 from our
558model. Thus, we may safely conclude that CS NoC is suitable for
559delivering large packets. This is the reason why throughout this
560paper we prefer large packets for evaluations. This conclusion
561implies that applications that generate large bulk of data for com-
562munication, like task allocation and migration on MPSoC, or page

Fig. 10. Influences of packet size on maximum throughputs.

1 In this situation, each flit will be split into two phits at the source, with each route
simultaneously delivering only one phit. At the receiver side, it will restore a flit by
combining the two phit together.
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563 based virtual memory management, benefit from CS NoCs, while
564 applications with mostly short messages may prefer PS NoCs, as
565 concluded in [16].

566 6.2.3. Evaluation of different number of channels
567 The experiment results of splitting a wide channel into narrow
568 sub-channels is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The packet size is fixed to
569 5120 bytes in this evaluation.
570 As shown in Fig. 12, sub4_ch1 provides higher throughput than
571 sub2_ch1, which in turn is better than sub1_ch1. E.g. the maximum
572 throughput of sub4_ch1 is about 17% higher than sub1_ch1. The
573 increase in maximum throughput complies with our intuition II.
574 We can imagine that some packets in the sub4_ch1 configuration
575 use only 1, 2, or 3 of the subnetworks. However, e.g. using 1 sub-
576 network with 1=4 the channel width compared to the sub1_ch1 con-
577 figuration means that the packet consists of 4 � the number of flits.
578 As we studied in the last section, larger packet sizes lead to higher
579 maximum throughput in CS NoC. Thus, using narrow sub-links will
580 achieve higher maximum throughput because the average packet
581 size counted in flits is also larger.
582 Regarding delay, as Fig. 11 suggests, sub1_ch1 has better packet
583 delay results only when the injection rate is low. This is due to the
584 connection setup delay contributes little to the total packet delay
585 because of low contention probability. In this situation, data trans-
586 fer delay dominates the total packet delay. Sub1_ch1 has shorter
587 data transfer delay due to its wider channel. However, at high
588 injection rate, sub4_ch1 outperforms sub1_ch1. For example, at
589 injection rate 3500 MB/s, the average packet delay of sub4_ch1 is
590 20% less than sub1_ch1.
591 If throughput is our main concern, the number of channels
592 should be maximized. However, in our design, the minimum chan-
593 nel width is decided by probe format, which is about 14 bits.
594 Narrower than this value complicate the probe delivering process.

595 6.2.4. Evaluation of different configurations (Fig. 13)
596 Although sub1_ch4 has more switching flexibility than
597 sub4_ch1, this advantage is compensated by its slower clock fre-
598 quency. As a result, sub-network configuration (sub4_ch1) outper-
599 forms sub-channel configurations (sub2_ch2 and sub1_ch4) in
600 delay and throughput. Sub1_ch1 has lower maximum throughput
601 than the other multi-channel configurations. However, it presents
602 better latency at low load for the same reasons explained above.
603 Bandwidth utilization efficiency discounts the difference in fre-
604 quency and gives a performance comparison under the assumption
605 that the networks operate at the same frequency. Sub1_ch4 has the
606 best bandwidth utilization efficiency under ACA scheme. For exam-
607 ple, we observed 30% higher efficiency than sub1_ch1 in ACA
608 scheme. Sub2_ch2 and sub4_ch1 fall in between.
609 Bandwidth utilization efficiency may also be useful because in
610 certain situations the maximum clock frequency differences of
611 configurations are not sharp. For example, as reported in [25],
612 when implemented in FPGA, a CS NoC with SDM channels roughly
613 has the same maximum clock frequency no mater if 1 or 4

614sub-channels are used. In situations like this, sub1_ch4 could offer
615better performance than other configurations.
616We also tested under ACA scenarios with variable size of pack-
617ets. The comparison among different configurations basically
618shows consistent results and is thus omitted here.

6196.2.5. Comparison between ACA scheme and one-channel-per-
620connection (OCPC) scheme
621OCPC is compared with ACA by using configuration sub4_ch1,
622as Fig. 14 suggests, at low load ACA offers much better average
623packet delay. E.g. at load 0.02, average packet delay with ACA is
624170 probe clock cycles, while it is 490 cycles with OCPC. At very
625high load, OCPC represents slightly higher bandwidth utilization
626efficiency, and its maximum bandwidth utilization efficiency is
6270.283, while for ACA it is 0.271.
628The comparison result obeys our design goals of ACA in
629Section 4. At low load when data transfer delay dominates, ACA
630can significantly shorten the delay since the majority of packets
631are delivered by wide connections. At high load, due to contention,
632the probability of building a connection containing multiple chan-
633nels is low and the majority of connections contain one channel
634only. Thus, the average packet length in flits by using ACA at high
635load is just slightly smaller than using one-channel-per-connection

Fig. 11. Delay influence of dividing a wide channel into narrow sub-channels
(packet size 5120 bytes).

Fig. 12. Throughout influence of dividing a wide channel into narrow sub-channels
(packet size 5120 bytes).

Table 3
Per-node synthesis results of different CS NoCs with 8 bytes of wires per-direction.

Configuration Sub1_ch4 Sub2_ch2 Sub4_ch1 Sub1_ch1

Channel width 2 Bytes 2 Bytes 2 Bytes 8 Bytes
Num. sub-network 1 (Sub1) 2 (Sub2) 4 (Sub4) 1 (Sub1)
Num. sub-channel 4 (Ch4) 2 (Ch2) 1 (Ch1) 1 (Ch1)
Max. probe freq. (MHz) 556 740 1111 1111
Max. data freq. (GHz) 1.116 1.397 1.786 1.786
Total area (um2) 150214.5 86777.5 57599.5 30874.9
Probe path area 85791.8 53161.3 35632.8 8908.2
Data path area 64422.7 33616.2 21966.7 20133.7
Power@max. freqs. (mW) 50.1 45.0 49.5 26.8
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636 scheme. As suggested by intuition II, the maximum bandwidth uti-
637 lization of ACA drops slightly (smaller than 5% in this experiment).

638 6.3. DCA (deterministic channel allocation) evaluation

639 As mentioned before, ACA puts more emphasis on performance,
640 while DCA focuses on desired throughput and flit width.

641 6.3.1. Evaluation of different number of channels
642 Previously, we showed that ACA benefits from the usage of mul-
643 tiple channels. However, the following example with DCA tells a
644 different story.
645 Fig. 15 shows the result of a simulation with the exact connec-
646 tion width requirement of 8 bytes and a fixed packet size of 5120
647 bytes. In this case, as the latency curves suggest, more channels
648 lead to higher delay.
649 This observation complies with our analysis in Section 5.3.
650 Sub4_ch1 and sub2_ch1 perform worse than sub1_ch1, since
651 sub1_ch1 generates neither channel fragments nor superfluous
652 connections. Sub4_ch1 performs worse than sub2_ch1 because it
653 generates more superfluous connections.
654 In addition, it is worth noting that, if less than half of the band-
655 width can be utilized, splitting the wide channel into sub-links
656 seems to be beneficial, even without special care on channel frag-
657 ments and superfluous channels. In Fig. 16, the exact throughput
658 requirement is 4 bytes/cycle. Because only half of the channel
659 width in sub1_ch1 can be utilized for data transfer, sub1_ch1 is
660 inferior to the other multi-channel configurations. This result also

661suggests that, according to the connection width requirement,
662proper channel partitioning could still be beneficial.

6636.3.2. Evaluation of different configurations
664For delay and throughput, both Figs. 16 and 17 demonstrate that
665sub-network configuration sub4_ch1 outperforms sub-channel
666configurations sub2_ch2 and sub1_ch4. These results are similar
667to those under ACA. However, in Fig. 17, the channel utilization effi-
668ciency of sub1_ch4 is worse than sub2_ch2, which is worse than
669sub4_ch1. This observation opposes the result with ACA and is
670not quite expected. It seems that switching flexibility becomes a
671handicap in this DCA case.
672The reason for this phenomenon is that sub1_ch4 and sub2_ch2
673are more likely to generate superfluous connections. Due to the
674increased switching flexibility, sub1_ch4 and sub2_ch2 have
675higher chances to set up a one-channel connection, which leads
676to a higher burden on the network due to set up and release of
677superfluous connections.
678Generally speaking, as the comparison of Figs. 16 and 17 with
679Fig. 13 suggests, we may conclude that ACA offers better perfor-
680mance than DCA scheme. However, as mentioned before, DCA
681offers exactly predefined connection width and throughput.
682We also tested DCA scenarios with variable size of packets. The
683comparison among different configurations basically shows consis-
684tent results and is thus omitted here.

6857. Related work

686The usage of sub-network and sub-channel in PS NoC has been
687studied during the past. For example, the cost and effect of

Fig. 15. Influence of dividing a wide channel into narrow sub-links for DCA transfer
(packet size 5120 bytes).

Fig. 13. Performance results of scenario ACA–FPS (packet size 5120 bytes).

Fig. 14. Comparison between ACA scheme with traditional OCPC scheme (packet
size 1280 bytes).
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688 introducing sub-networks into PS NoC has been studied by Yoon et
689 al. in [17,18]. The pros and cons of using sub-channels in PS NoC
690 has also been investigated in [3]. Besides, work [19,20] intend to
691 increase the switching flexibility between virtual channels and
692 the output ports of PS NoCs. In [19], several separate cross-bars
693 are used inside one router, so that each virtual channel (VC) can
694 choose between multiple crossbars to reach an output. In [20], a
695 new switching layer is introduced at each input port, so that mul-
696 tiple VCs of an input port can be connected to different outputs at
697 the same time.
698 However, compared with PS NoC, the usage of sub-network and
699 sub-channel in CS NoC is not fully exploited and evaluated.
700 Actually, in the past, the CS NoC architecture assumed in many
701 papers (e.g. [2,11,21]) has just one duplex-channel between every
702 two neighboring nodes. They did not consider the situation when a
703 CS NoC can have multiple physical channels between two nodes.
704 Although some works [4,22] design CS NoCs with multiple
705 channels and organize them in a sub-channel (SDM) way, the con-
706 sequences of applying multiple channels in CS NoCs are still not
707 well studied. For example, although [4,22] have multiple channels,
708 packets are still delivered by following connections with only
709 1-channel width.
710 Another import aspect about CS NoC is connection setup, since a
711 CS NoC requires a connection should be established before data
712 transfer begins. According to the connection search and setup
713 method, CS NoCs can be classified into two categories: dynamic
714 setup or static setup. Static setup methods schedule connections at
715 compilation time. As a result, they [23,24] may not well support
716 applications like H.264 [25] with requirements for dynamic commu-
717 nication setups. Therefore, in this paper, we only focus on dynamic
718 methods which search and setup connections at run time.
719 Dynamic methods can be further classified into centralized or
720 distributed methods. Generally speaking, centralized set-up like

721[21,26] has two disadvantages. Firstly, the central schedule node
722needs to receive setup/release requests and distribute allocation
723decisions from/to the entire network. Such multiple-to-one and
724one-to-multiple traffic pattern is likely to become the system bottle-
725neck which the number of nodes inside a NoC grows [27]. Secondly,
726since retrying of failed requests causes the blockage of the following
727requests, failed setup requests are usually dropped in centralized
728setup methods. Thus, we focus on decentralized setup.
729Distributed setup can be implemented by sending configuration
730packets [4,28,29] or by a probing search approach [1,11,6,5].
731Sending configuration packets requires a separate PS (packet
732switched) NoC to deliver configuration messages like set-up,
733tear-down and Ack/Nack during a connection setup procedure. In
734our view, this approach suffers from four major drawbacks.
735Firstly, using an additional PS NoC for connection set-up is an
736unnecessary overhead. Secondly, set-up, tear down and Ack/Nack
737packets of a connection must be routed by pre-determined routing
738algorithm to ensure them on the same connection. For example,
739[4,29] use deterministic routing algorithm, and in [28], source
740based routing information has to be carried by each configuration
741packet. However, such pre-determined routing algorithm is a
742sub-optimal choice among routing algorithms. Thirdly, compared
743with probing search, tear-down and Ack/Nack signals have to be
744sent in the form of packets. These packets will contend with
745set-up packets inside the PS NoC. There is typically no delay guar-
746antee for configuration packets in the PS network, rendering the
747connection set-up procedure unpredictable. Fourthly, this
748approach does not scale well. The auxiliary PS NoC has fixed
749throughput, since each output port of a switch just allows to deli-
750ver one setup packet at a time. However, if there are many
751sub-channels in a CS NoC, and since each sub-channel requires a
752separate setup packet for connection configuration, this will signif-
753icantly increase the number of setup packets as observed in [4].

Fig. 16. Performance results of scenario DCA-FPS (packet size 2560 bytes, connection width requirement is 4 bytes).

Fig. 17. Performance results of scenario DCA-FPS (packet size 5120 bytes, connection width requirement is 8 bytes).
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754 Compared with above mentioned shortcomings of a packet con-
755 figuration approach, probing search is the superior choice because
756 of its efficiency in wire usage and connection setup procedure. The
757 concept of the probing search was first proposed in [5]. Pham et al.
758 [11,6] developed a backtracking path searching algorithm, which
759 reportedly has better performance than [5]. Another contribution
760 of [11,6] is that a source synchronized data transfer mechanism
761 is introduced into CS NoCs, so that separate clocks can be applied
762 to connection set-up and data transfer. [2] developed a parallel
763 probing method for CS NoC. It can complete a search over all pos-
764 sible paths within O(n) time complexity where n is the geometric
765 distance between source and destination. They demonstrated
766 superior performance of this parallel probing algorithm compared
767 to Pham’s backtracking algorithm [11] by experiments. But their
768 channel allocation mechanism [2] is too complicated for
769 multi-sub-channel usage.
770 The probing search approaches in all aforementioned works
771 [1,11,6,5] are only implemented on CS NoC with a single channel
772 between two neighboring nodes.
773 In this paper, we extend the parallel probing search method [2]
774 to multiple sub-channels and sub-networks and study cost and
775 performance of several configurations with sub-channels and
776 sub-networks among 1 and 4.

777 8. Conclusion and future work

778 We have implemented MultiCS, a CS with multiple
779 sub-channels and sub-networks with a parallel probing setup algo-
780 rithm to study the consequences of splitting a wide channel into
781 narrow channels. The design space of multi-channel CS NoC is
782 explored from two angles: the channel number, and channel con-
783 figurations. We have reached the following main conclusions:

784 A. Given a number of wire resources for each node inside a CS
785 NoC, with ACA scheme, the thinner the channel width with
786 more channels, the higher the throughput. However, the
787 latency for data transfer also increases by using thinner
788 channels. Sub-channels (SDM channels) consume much
789 more resources than sub-networks. When splitting a wide
790 channel into n narrow channels, organizing those channels
791 into sub-networks gives an OðnÞ increase in area, and the
792 critical latency is unchanged. However, organizing those
793 channels in sub-channels increases the area by Oðn2Þ, and
794 the delay by OðnÞ. Furthermore, our experiments suggest
795 that sub-networks offer better performance than
796 sub-channels. Although sub-channels can achieve better
797 channel efficiency due to higher switching flexibility, this
798 is only useful in special situations. Thus, in general
799 sub-networks are more efficient than sub-channels.
800 B. We can build a connection consisting of multiple channels
801 with different schemes. The DCA offers desired and prede-
802 fined throughput and flit width, but channel fragments and
803 superfluous connections are two obstacles for DCA.
804 Because of this, under certain width requirements, the per-
805 formance of using multiple channels is even worse than
806 using one single wide channel. ACA generally offers better
807 performance than DCA. However, although ACA provides
808 minimum connection width guarantee (one channel width),
809 the actual width of a connection by applying ACA cannot be
810 known beforehand. The connection width is decided by the
811 success probability of setup probes, which depends on the
812 dynamic channel use.
813

814 Our future work will study techniques to avoid channel frag-
815 ments and superfluous connections, in depth evaluation of

816multi-channel CS NoC, and implementation and evaluation of
817mixed packet and circuit switched NoCs.
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